BEAMER
SERIES
MADE FOR
ARCHITECTURAL
LIGHTING

BE A PROTAGONIST
WITH DISCRECTION,
INTEGRATE INTO
THE CONTEXT
TO MAKE IT UNIQUE.
THESE ARE THE
OBJECTIVES FOR
WHICH BEAMER
WAS THINKED,
AN OUTDOOR
PROJECTOR
WITH A TECHNICAL
AND FASCINATING
DESIGN.

It strikes
for the
concentric
distribution
of the
LEDs it is
equipped with,
it amazes
for the
performance
it allows
to obtain
in every
lighting
project.
101803
BEAMER-48

Its essence reaches
its maximum
expression
in urban design field:
it doesn’t matter
if it is used
in buildings
of large cities
or in monuments
of small towns,
Beamer is always
able to offer
reconizable touches
to every structure.
Available in four different sizes, the number of OSRAM
LEDs changes in every product sizes (from 18 to 60)
and in the relative voltage (from 36 to 150 Watt).
In its classic variant this projector emits a beam of light
that can be warm white (3000°K) or neutral white
(4000° K).

BEAMER
18

BEAMER
30

BEAMER
48

BEAMER
60

211x142 mm
h 248 mm

251,5x148,5 mm
h 272,5 mm

286x150 mm
h 310 mm

376x204 mm
h 424 mm
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BEAMER-18

101802
BEAMER-30

101803
BEAMER-48

101804
BEAMER-60

101805
BEAMER-18
RGBW

101806
BEAMER-30
RGBW

101807
BEAMER-48
RGBW

101808
BEAMER-60
RGBW

TECHNICAL DATA
Projector for outdoor installation.
Phospho-chromatised and polyester powder coated
die-cast copper-free aluminium body, tempered
safety glass, moulded silicone gasket and stainless
steel screws.
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DMX NEW

WATT min - max

|

36 - 150

lumen package

|

2.206 - 12.383

In Beamer,
shape and
functionality
come together
to create a perfect
combination:

The Beamer family is also entirely
available in the version with
OSRAM RGBW LEDs.

Same sizes, different final effect:
with a Beamer RGBW projector it is in fact
possible to explore the entire range of colors
in RGB spectrum - white included - and
giving the illuminated architectures
an unexpected and amazing appearance.

HIGHLY RESISTANT MATERIALS
SUCH AS ALUMINUM, STAINLESS STEEL
AND TEMPERED GLASS COMBINED
IN A DESIGN WITH ATTENTION TO DETAIL,
WHICH ENSURES GREAT
HANDLING AND VERSATILITY.

Furthermore, for a completely
immersive lighting experience,
the Beamer floodlight can be placed
in different positions by rotating
it on itself, this allows the light beam
to illuminate the subject in the best
possible way.

rotate

FINISH COLOR OPTION
Matt Black
(on request)

8°

15°

30°

45°

60°

15x60°

20x40°

With Beamer
projectors family,
every light designer
can bring life
to the city,
through a lighting
experience
that enhances
the architecture
and gives value
to the urban
landscape.
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